25 MINUTES TO DO QUESTIONS 1-60

1. ______ oranges are delicious.
   A. These    B.That      C.There     D.This

2. How are you? - "______"
   A. I'm twenty-five. B.Thank you. C.I'm a student  D.Fine, thanks.

3. There isn't ______ bread in the house.
   A. some      B.of        C.any       D.nothing

4. Mary ______ got fair hair.
   A. has       B.is        C.have    D.are

5. Do you know ______?
   A. their address    B.there address    C.theirs address   D.the  address

6. Shirley is not so pretty ______ Carol.
   A. than      B.that   C.like      D.as

7. Our house has four bedrooms: I have the _____.
   A. most smallest B. more small C. smallest D. smaller

8. The bus was very ______. I couldn’t find a place to sit.
   A. empty       B.noisy    C. crowded D. bossy

9. "How _____? " " I'm 72."
   A. tall are you B. tall you are C. you are tall D. much tall are you

10. Raquel lent her pen ______ Carol.
    A. for       B.-        C. to             D. from

11. _____ were you late last night?
    A. Why       B.Who          C. What      D. Which

12. Give me that book! It's ______.
    A.to me B.me C.mine D. my

    A. 'm worked B.worked C. have worked D. working

14. There's ______ food for us all.
    A. much    B.no enough     C.too enough    D.not enough

15. We went on a boat ______ down the river.
    A.trip B. journey C.travel D. travelling

16. Who is she looking ______?
    A. on  B. to C. from            D. at

17. When ______?
    A. the train leaves B. does the train leave  C. leaves the train
    D. the train does leave

18. I need ______.
    A. to see him. B. that I see him. C. see him D. seeing him.

19. I decided to go ______ a friend.
    A. to a walk B. walk C. for a walk   D. for walking

20. A new bridge is being built ______ the River Miño.
    A. with by C. over D. through

21. I've read the book ______ you lent me.
    A. - B. whom C. who    D. whose

22. So this is your ______.
    A. little beautiful daughter B. daughter beautiful little
    C. little daughter beautiful D. beautiful little daughter

23. ______ a good theatre in Vigo.
    A. There is B. It is  C. There is D. It has

24. Ah! Good! We can go out now, ______
    A. it not raining  B. it doesn't rain  C. it isn't raining
    D. it rains not

25. This pullover isn’t ______ enough.
    A. great         B. tall  C. large    D. grand

26. Are you going ______ school today?
    A. by B. at C. -   D. to

27. I told him where ______
    A. worked I B. did I work C. I did work D. I worked

28. Can you ______ me the book please?
    A. lend B. give to C. borrow D. save

29. Oil ______ in many parts of the Persian Gulf.
    A. has found B. is found  C. is finding D. finds

30. Hello, Jill. What was the film like last night? Is it worth ______?
    A. see B. to see C. to be seen D. seeing

31. Manolo still lives in Vigo, ______?
    A. is he  B. doesn't he C. isn't it D. lives he

32. Jane enjoyed the film last night, but her boyfriend ______.
    A. didn't  B. wasn't C. hasn't      D.isn't

33. We´re going camping to ______ money.
    A. waste  B. spend C. save D. invest

34. The man was ______ when he won the lottery.
    A. over the moon  B. scared stiff  C. fed up     D. worn out

35. Come on! We ______ enough paintings this morning. Let's go!
    A. have seen B. may see C. saw D. see

36. She’s not at work today. Her car broke ______
    A. out B. up C. down D. over

37. A washing machine is useful because you ______ spend all day
    washing clothes.
    A. mustn't B. have to C. must D. don't have to

38. I ______ have gone to Barcelona even if I'd wanted to.
    A. can't  B. couldn't C. may not D. hadn't

    A. took on B. took up C. took out D. took over

40. Many women and children ______ killed in Kosova in 1999.
    A. were B. are C. had been D. have been

41. Los Angeles doesn't get snowstorms and Honolulu ______.
    A. is too   B. does too C. isn't either D. doesn't either

42. ______ the tiger is not carefully protected, it will become extinct.
    A. If  B. Unless C. As long as  D. Therefore

43. ______ New York is America's largest city, it is not the capital.
    A. Despite B. Because C. Although D. In spite of
44. Every morning my son screams for his breakfast ______ he wakes up.
   A. although  B. before  C. until  D. as soon as

45. It was so dark it __________ after 10pm.
   A. ought to be  B. was to be  C. might be  D. must have been

46. I speak slowly ______ you will understand me better.
   A. that  B. so that  C. for that  D. by that

47. I am so hungry. I am ___.
   A. hilarious  B. delighted  C. starving  D. amazed

48. We've had good weather ______ I arrived.
   A. since  B. for  C. during  D. while

49. Stay here until someone ______ you to go.
   A. since  B. for  C. during  D. while

50. Geoff arrived late and so ______ Susan
   A. will tell  B. tells  C. are telling  D. would tell

51. She still loves her husband, _____ he goes out with other women.
   A. as if  B. provided that  C. even though  D. in case

52. You look lovely. That colour _____ you very well.
   A. as if  B. provided that  C. even though  D. in case

53. A __ is a baby cat.
   A. suits  B. matches  C. fits  D. goes

54. Oh! The man ___________ car you bought is here.
   A. puppy  B. cub  C. kitten  D. lamb

55. He'll never pass his driving _____ , however  hard he tries.
   A. whom  B. his  C. whose  D. which

56. Sociologists are concerned with the problem of man in __________ society.
   A. a  B. the  C. -  D. some

57. All right Johnny. It's time you ___________ to bed.
   A. go  B. went  C. will to  D. make

58. I _____ to smoke about 20 cigarettes a day before I gave up smoking.
   A. use  B. used  C. was used  D. did use

59. They've had a terrible quarrel and have _______ their wedding.
   A. dealt with  B. called off  C. shown out  D. put up

60. I wish I ______ the answers to these questions.
   A. would know  B. could know  C. knew  D. know

THE LISTENING IS ONLY PLAYED ONCE.
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LISTENING
Listen to the interview and choose the best answer

61. Where was she born?
   A. Ibiza  B. Nicaragua  C. Brazil  D. London

62. Where does she live now?
   A. London  B. Ibiza  C. Nicaragua  D. Argentina

63. Where is her mother from?
   A. Brazil  B. Nicaragua  C. Argentina  D. Spain

64. How long does she say she has been living in her present home? ___
   A. six months  B. a long time  C. six weeks  D. not long

65. When does she do modeling? ________
   A. When she is invited.  B. When she has free time  C. When she needs the money  D. She’s too busy to do it.

66. What does she do in her free time? ________
   A. modeling  B. sings in a band  C. reads  D. swimming

67. How often does she listen to “The Rolling Stones”? _____
   A. never  B. occasionally  C. quite a lot  D. hardly ever

68. She doesn’t see her parents very often because _____
   A. they don’t get on  B. they don’t like family reunions  C. they all live in different places  D. they don’t like travelling

69. What’s her favourite place? ________
   A. Ibiza  B. London  C. New York  D. Brazil

70. What does she do for a living? ________
   A. Ibiza    B. London     C. New York      D. Brazil

You are going to hear about a girl called Alice who applies for a job in an office.

71. The job seemed right for Alice because………..
   A. she had lived in France and Spain  B. it involved a lot of travel to those places  C. she had a knowledge of several languages  D. she liked French and Spanish people.

72. The interview was arranged for…………at 2.30.
   A. Thursday  B. Tuesday  C. Monday  D. Wednesday

73. When she got to the office, she found ………
   A.  Thursday   B. Tuesday   C. Monday  D. Wednesday

74. From the listening we learn that……..
   A. she had come earlier than expected  B. she was on time but Jepley was late  C. Jepley had had to go out for half an hour  D. nobody expected her at all.

75. Jepley was ________to give her details of the new job. ______
   A. wait and think about the offer  B. turn the job down  C. accept it only on a temporary basis  D. accept it.

76. The new job would be ……… than her present one. _____
   A. well paid  B. temporary  C. badly paid  D. teaching French

77. The listening suggests that Jepley was ………
   A. not very busy nor really interested  B. far too busy to do the interview well  C. young and very overworked  D. busy most of the time but not then.

78. What sort of business was the company in? ……..
   A. modeling       B. sings in a band    C. reads    D. swimming

79. Alice’s present job was ………
   A. well paid  B. temporary  C. badly paid  D. teaching French

80. At the end Alice decided to ………
   A. wait and think about the offer  B. turn the job down  C. accept it only on a temporary basis  D. accept it.